Primary care counselling for injury prevention: where is the evidence?

Terry P Klassen

While counselling for injury prevention in the primary care setting may sound like a good idea, especially with health promotion and preventative health coming more into vogue, it is important to critically examine the evidence for the effectiveness of such interventions before merely embracing them because they are popular. Such a critical examination is essential because, in an era of increasing cost restraints, engaging in activities with no proved effectiveness may be wasteful. In addition, education may at times do more harm than good, evidenced by the example of increased crash rates after high school driver education.

There are two main problems with the existing evidence—the quality of the evidence and the choice of outcome measures. Quality of evidence is lacking from existing trials because few of them are randomized controlled trials, and many lack complete follow-up. Quality of evidence is important because it determines how much confidence can be placed in these results. Non-randomized studies and studies where participant follow up is not complete result in data that are prone to bias. Hence, less confidence can be placed in these results. The other major problem is the frequent choice of intermediate outcome measures such as behavioural change, in current studies, rather than the measuring of reductions in injury rates or the severity thereof.

Are these criticisms fair? I believe they are and that injury prevention research must meet the standards set for health care research in general. To do less will only hurt our reputation as credible researchers in the health care field. It is now generally believed that the randomized controlled trial is the most valid method for examining new health care interventions. Indeed, a new drug would have little chance for acceptance by the medical community and regulatory bodies, unless it had undergone such rigorous evaluation. Should injury prevention research, and more particularly, should primary care prevention, in the situation we are examining here, be required to undergo such evaluation before adoption into clinical practice? My answer would be yes in all cases where randomization is feasible due to the nature of the intervention. Randomization may be logistically impossible when the intervention involves legislation or some form of environmental modification. However, for an educational intervention such as primary care counselling, randomization is certainly feasible, and methods such as cluster randomization, have been well developed by Donner et al for use in public health.

What about the use of intermediate outcome measures such as behavioural change? Ultimately in injury prevention we are concerned with reducing injuries. Unless there is strong evidence linking behavioural change to injury reduction, limited information can be derived from such studies. For example, does home storage of ipecac reduce the morbidity from poisoning? The counter argument to adopting these outcome measures is that studies where injury rates are the primary outcome must have large sample sizes due to the need for statistical power to detect rare events (injuries), and hence are costly to complete. This is a serious consideration but one that researchers in this field must confront. The move toward utilizing rarer outcomes will demand larger trials and this has important implications for funding agencies. However, with many of these same funding agencies willing to fund large multicentre trials of middle aged men with heart disease, certainly an equal priority should be given to an intervention that could prove effective in saving the lives of young children. Such choices are up to society to make.

What types of interventions might be best suited to primary care counselling based on theories such as the health belief model or PRECEDE? Those interventions that require a simple action such as lowering the temperature of the hot water tank would be most likely to be successful. Primary care counselling may also provide an excellent opportunity for reinforcing strategies, if children and their parents are being seen on a regular basis. Therefore the theoretical basis for primary care counselling provides some rationale to explore such interventions in a more rigorous fashion.

However, until strong evidence is provided showing that primary care providers can reduce the severity and number of injuries to children by counselling, they should utilize their time in performing activities that have proved to be effective. For injury researchers there is a call to provide such evidence, so that if indeed injury control interventions in the primary care setting are effective, primary care providers can embark on utilizing the evidence and in making the best use of limited health care resources.
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